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 (already made) Hi, Emerald here. Me, my sister and my friend want to have a cave den map. HELP becuz we want one. Also an ocean den map. (already made) Hello, Emerald here. Me, my sister and my friend want to have a cave den map. HELP becuz we want one. Also an ocean den map. (already made) hello, I have some questions ( I have to go to bed soon though...:U ) 1. If a certain boss fight is
going to have a lot of mobs, will my pet automatically run out of HP or will I have to change the tactics for it? 2. When I play in the water will my pet move under the water or will it be able to breath when its underwater? 3. when I play with my pet will I be able to pet snipe and heal my pet? 4. I understand my pet doesn't attack when I am pet sniping will it be able to attack when I am pet sniping or is
it the same as my pet taking no damage? I was just asking the same questions as you, having trouble finding out. I can't imagine what it must be like trying to create a whole den like that. Also, the more you put into it the more you will have to pay for. That's the downside to working with others. I have 2 ideas for maps of my own and I will post them when I get my free time: The first one is a frozen
jungle. I don't have much of a clue where to start with it, but it will be like this. First of all, every mob will have frostbite and when that happens they will be on a clear ice and appear to be in slow motion. When you kill them, the ice will crack and they will be in normal speed. The mobs will be as follows: Ice Whelps: They are pet oriented and will not attack when you kill them. They have no special

skills and their health is low. Ice Whelps: They are pet 82157476af
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